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Abstract- Despite the end of the Internet bubble, operators
continue to increase the capacity of their networks. The question
* * * * n
in faster
now rises whether these improvements still result
communications, or whether most flows are limited by other
aspects. In order to answer this question, actual network traffic
needs to be analyzed. Therefore, in this paper methods are
proposed to identify the factors that limit the speed ofS TCP
flows. Three main categories will be distinguished: the network,
the TCP buffers and the application layer. Our proposed methods
have been tested on real traces; inP many cases
it turned out that
] ... ]..
the network

was

not the

limiting

factor.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the mid eighties of the previous century the first version
of the Dutch research network, called SURFnet, allowed
end users to communicate at speeds up to 9.6 Kbps. Now,
with the introduction of the sixth version of SURFnet, users
get the ability to communicate at Gigabit speed. In twenty
years network capacity thus grew with a factor of a hundred
thousand, which is more than the increase of CPU power or
computer memory. Whereas in the past bandwidth shortage
has always been a problem, the question rises if this still
holds. Should bandwidth still be considered a potential performance bottleneck, or is communication speed limited by
other factors? Research on extensions of TCP for long-delay
paths already indicated that the size of the receive window can
limit the speed of a TCP flow too [1]. An interesting question
is therefore how to detect if a given flow is limited by the
network, or by the receive window. Or, if a flow is not limited
by these factors, are there other factors that limit the speed?
The main problem addressed in this paper is how to identify
the factors that limit the speed of a TCP flow. Our goal is to
find methods that determine these factors in an algorithmic
manner, without human intervention. We will also apply these
methods to traffic traces previously collected from SURFnet,
to get an idea of whether all factors play a role in practice, or
only some of them.
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section II identifies
the factors that, in theory, could limit the speed of a TCP
flow. Then, Section III discusses related work. Section IV
develops methods that, for a given flow, detect which of these
factors limits the speed in practice. Section V focuses on one
of these methods and shows, in detail, how it works. Due
to space constraints it is impossible to discuss all methods
in detail; the interested reader is referred to [2]. To give
an impression of which factors play a role in the current
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Fig. 1. TCP stack
SURFnet, Section VI provides some results of applying our
identification methods to an existing repository of Internet
traffic. Conclusions and recommendations for further work are
presented in Section VII.
II. OVERVIEW OF THE LIMITING FACTORS
In order to determine the possible limiting factors of TCP
flows (note that by a TCP flow we mean a single TCP connection identified by the IP addresses and TCP port numbers),
we have looked at the major entities involved. Five entities
have been identified: the sending and receiving application
layer entities, the sending and receiving TCP entities and the
network (Fig. 1). Each of these entities could possibly limit the
speed of a TCP flow. Of course the network could be further
decomposed, but for our research we are only interested in
whether or not the network in general is limiting a TCP flow;
which part of the network causes this limitation could be the
subject of further research.
The remainder of this section covers these five entities,
grouped by layer, discussing how they can limit the speed
of a TCP flow.

A The application layer
Manual examination of traffic flows revealed that there are
three application layer aspects that can possibly limit the speed
of a TCP flow. These three factors are discussed below.
1) The slow sender limitation. In this case the sending
application doesn't provide data as fast as the network can
handle. Two causes for this scenario can be thought of. First, it
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is plausible that a lot of these flows just don't want to transmit
data any faster. One can imagine streaming data or instant
messaging applications to exhibit this behaviour. Second, a
lack of CPU power could be the cause.
It should be noted that a measurement device located
between the sending and receiving host, may not be able
to clearly differentiate between a CPU-limited application
and a CPU-limited TCP stack. Although the TCP timestamp
option could help identifying the source of the limitation, for
simplicity this paper assumes that the slow sender limitation
covers all CPU limitations at the sending side.
2) The slow receiver limitation: In this case the receiving
application cannot process incoming data fast enough, resulting in an empty or diminished receive window that throttles
the throughput.
Symmetric to the slow sender limitation, the slow receiver
limitation includes all CPU limitations at the receiving side.
3) The application protocol limitation: In this case the
application appears to have its own kind of acknowledgment
or request mechanism. Some flows have been found to have
acknowledgment packets that contain a small amount of data,
even though these flows did not seem to be transmitting
data both ways independently. Because no other phenomenon
limited the speed of the flows, the only logical explanation
that remained was that the application layer limited the speed,
because the sending side wanted to receive an application layer
acknowledgment or waited for an application layer request
before it provided the TCP entity more data.

B. The TCP buffers
Inside the TCP entities two factors can limit the flow speed:
the TCP buffers and the CPU. However, as mentioned in
Section II-A, CPU limitations will be considered a slow sender
'. . . .
or slow receiver limitation. Therefore, only the buffers are
considered here.
At the sending side the send buffer size can limit the
throughput of a flow because it must store a copy of each
packet until an acknowledgment comes in, which does not
happen until one round-trip time (RTT) after the transmission
of the packet; thus, the throughput cannot exceed one send
buffer size per RTT.
Similarly, the sender is never allowed to have more data
unacknowledged than the size of the receive buffer (as given by
the receive window field in the TCP header), so the throughput
also cannot exceed one receive buffer size per RTT.
C. The network
When the amount of data TCP provides to the network
becomes more than the bottleneck link can handle, the network
will force the sender to slow down by first increasing the
round-trip time as buffers fill up, and finally dropping packets.
III. RELATED WORK
Two earlier papers, namely [3] and [4], have dealt with the
identification of TCP flow speed limiting factors using trace
data, like we do. However, there are significant differences
with our work.

In [3], 'flights' of data (corresponding to one RTT) are
identified in the trace; comparison of successive flights is
used to find out in which state the sending TCP's congestion
control is. According to [4], these flights are hard to identify
in reality; instead, in [4] average values for quantities such
as the receive window are estimated at fixed time intervals,
and these quantities are used as indicators for the presence of
different limiting factors.
Our approach does not work with averages or flights: it
draws conclusions from the individual packets. For example,
we compare the receive window to the amount of outstanding
data at every 'suitable' (see Section V-A) packet, rather than
comparing averages of these quantities once in a while. On the
one hand, this approach has the disadvantage that it only works
when tracing near the sending side; on the other hand, since
it works at a more detailed level, the identification could be
more reliable. This approach also forces us to look into minute
details of TCP implementations, in particular the block-based
sending, discussed in Section V-C.3.
Unfortunately, we were not aware of [3] and [4] until
a reviewer for the present paper pointed them out; as a
consequence, it is not feasible to include a more thorough
comparison of the approaches.
Besides the above two papers, several other papers are
related to possible limitations of TCP flow speeds. In [5], it
is shown that the TCP processing overhead is typically small;
hence, CPU limitations most likely occur at the application
layer. The fact that the TCP receive buffer size may limit
the speed was identified early: [1] presents TCP protocol
extensions to eliminate those limitations, and [6] discusses
mechanisms for dynamic tuning of the send and receive buffer.
The influence of the network through loss and delay has
modelled mathematically in several papers, including [7]
~~~~~~~~been
and [8].

We intend to draw conclusions about the limiting factor of
a TCP flow, based on observations made by a measurement
device somewhere along the path. For our detection criteria to
work, these observations must include the arrival time of each
packet, and the complete IP and TCP header. Some quantities
needed in the sequel can be read directly from the headers,
such as sequence numbers, acknowledgment numbers and the
size of the receive window. Others, such as the amount of
outstanding data at any moment and the achieved throughput,
can be computed straightforwardly.
For simplicity, this paper only focuses on flows transmitting
data in one direction (to cope with irregularities some data
heading the sending side is allowed). Section IV-A.3 will show
why that is useful. For the measurement data used, only 1
to 2 percent of the data passing through belonged to fullduplex flows; therefore, the simplification isn't a significant
restriction.
Moreover, only flows that were measured close to the sender
are considered. It appears to be much easier to develop criteria
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for these flows than for flows in general, as will be discussed
in Section IV-C and Section V-A.

numbers that result from using a receive window, pointing
out some terms that will be used later on. Sending cannot
happen when the receive window is filled completely, i.e.
A. Identifying the application layer limitations
when range 3 of the figure is empty. The filling of the receive
1) The slow sender limitation: To identify this limitation window is therefore a useful quantity in the identification of
measure the percentage of time that the sending TCP entity this limitation.
doesn't have any outstanding data; something that should
Section V provides an in-depth discussion of the receive
occur rarely when the sender is willing and able to provide buffer limitation identification.
data fast enough. Therefore, even if a flow has no outstanding
2) The send buffer: A send buffer limited flow shows
data for just a small percentage of its lifetime, that indicates approximately the same behaviour as a receive buffer limited
the slow sender limitation applies. We have set the threshold flow, differing only in that the upper limit on the amount of
for establishing this limiting factor to 2 percent.
outstanding data for a send buffer limited flow is less than the
One should, however, be careful when the receive window receive window (otherwise the receive buffer would have been
size is equal to zero; in such a situation the amount of the limiting factor).
outstanding data is equal to zero, but this is not due to the
Therefore, the identification of the send buffer limitation
sender and should thus not be considered an indication for the works in the same way as the identification of the receive
slow sender limitation.
buffer limitation, with the extra burden of having to estimate
2) The slow receiver limitation. To identify this limitation the size of the send buffer. The highest observed number of
observe the size of the receive window. When the receiver outstanding bytes throughout the entire flow seems the best
has no problem keeping up with the incoming data, the estimation possible; it should be noted, however, that in case
advertised receive window may still decrease a little bit, of a receive buffer limited flow the send buffer estimation will
since a packet may be acknowledged immediately by TCP be equal to the receive window, although the actual size of
before the application has had a chance to read the data. the send buffer can be higher. Therefore, only flows that were
However, a receive window decrease of more than 2 MSS not already identified as limited by the receive buffer should
has been chosen as a sign that the application cannot keep be considered.
up. Moreover, the receive window should be filled completely,
Care must be taken when a one-pass implementation is
otherwise the flow would not be limited by the slow receiver. made because the estimation of the send buffer can sometimes
The complete filling of the receive windows can be detected increase during analysis of a repository of measurement data.
by the identification criteria for the receive buffer limitation, Then, even though the part of a flow up to the increment
discussed in Section V.
Section V.
possibly appeared to be send buffer limited before, that might
If t lastat25
ercnt
peas'discussedf inhe
not be the case with respect to the new send buffer estimation.
Section V-A the window has been decreased by more than More details can be found in [2].
2 MSS, we conclude that the receiver is indeed too slow.
3) The application protocol limitation. To identify this C. Identiying the network limitation
limitation count the number of acknowledgment packets that
The network limitation is probably the most intuitive flow
contain data. We have set the threshold for establishing this
limiting factor to a 10 percent occurrence of data-containing speed limitation. When packets are injected into the network
at a higher rate than the bottleneck link in the network
acknowledgment packets.
can handle, the buffer in front of this link fills up. As a
B. Identifying the TCP buffer limitations
result the round-trip time increases, and loss occurs if the
1) The receive buffer. The size available in the receive buffer overflows. Both of these effects can be seen in actual
buffer is advertised by the receiver by means of the TCP TCP traffic traces, and their occurrences can be considered
receive window. Figure 2 illustrates the ranges of sequence indications that the network is limiting the speed of the flow.
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However, packet loss may also be caused by bit errors
(particularly in wireless networks), and fluctuations in the
round-trip time can be induced by the burstiness of other traffic
sharing a link. Therefore, when loss or delay fluctuations are
observed, one should estimate to what throughput they would
lead, and then compare that value to the actually observed
TCP throughput: if the latter is much smaller, then apparently
the network is not the limiting factor.
If packet loss is the limiting factor of a TCP flow, the
maximum throughput achievable under the TCP congestion
control mechanism [9] can be estimated by the following 'TCP
Friendly formula' [7]:

limiting a flow. These thresholds are educated guesses of the
optimal values, and should be subject to further research.
Sometimes, multiple factors could be above their threshold,
thereby making it more difficult to establish the actual limiting
factor. For example, a flow that appears to be limited by the
receive buffer and a slow sender is actually only limited by the
slow sender, because increasing the size of the receive buffer
would not increase the speed if the sender would not provide
more data. As it turns out the limitations can be prioritized
such that of all established limitations the one with the highest
priority applies. For a more in-depth coverage, see [2].
The slow sender limitation is dominant over all other
limitations. When there is no more data available to be
BW MS p
(1) sent, improving other factors does not improve the overall
RTT afpthroughput of the flow but will only increase the length of
In this formula c is a constant; it is V'3--/-2 according to the the idle periods. Therefore, when this limitation is present, all
limitations do not apply anymore.
simplest derivation, but values differing up to about a factor other
The least dominant limitation is the application protocol
of 2 re fond
deendin on CP imlemenationdetalslmitation.
The identification criterion of this limitation checks
isbein et does
[10] and statistical properties of the loss process. Further, p whethono a rqest mehan
n
denotes the loss fraction, which can be obtained from traffic ...
traces by counting retransmission events (multiple consecutive not guarantee this is also the limiting factor. It should therefore
be considered the last possiblityy
retransmitted packets count as one event). RTT is the roundBoth the slow receiver limitation and the receive buffer
a
limitation
are detected
by notingbythat
receive
window
is
which Isesed
an Ro tTcarabton
tarip't algorithm[
are distinguished
an the
extra
condition
in the
Karn's
ed ining
Such
calulin full; the cases
TCPw
from a trace iS only correct for flows for which the measuring former case, so its priority must be higher. When a flow is

point
isnsinearit sending
only considering
such foside.
flows.

limited by one of these factors the estimation of the send
will be equal to the size of the receive window,
The actual throughput of a flow can also be obtained from buffer size
limitation
to appear
to be
presentis too.
the trace:
aaiiecausing
Since inthe
thissend
casebuffer
the receive
buffer
or slow
receiver
the
by the
the trace: the total amount of data divided
the toaaono
total time
(actually, as an approximation we subtract the total duration rea liitn fatr.hs iiain solegvnahge
of timeouts since those are not taken into account in (1)). If
than the send buffer limitation.
the actual throughput is at least 50 percent of the value from priority
This leaves
the increases
two criteriadue
for to
network
detecting
If us
RTT
thewith
buffersthefilling
up
limitation.
(1) we conclude that the network is the limiting ct
ihu os yial h muto usadn aawl
50 percent threshold allows for the uncertainty in c.
receiv bf
areful used so
If no packet loss occurs but the network is in fact limiting winrsuntlo
ncrease until the send or receive buffer are fully used, so
the speed, then apparently
the
network
buffers
combined
with
of those criteria also applies; thus, the detection of the
'
~~~~~~~~~~~~~one
the delay bandwidth product of the transmission links are so network limitation by means of the RTT should have a higher
large that the entire receive window worth of packets may priority than the TCP buffer criteria. On the other hand,
be stored in them. When buffer contents increase, the delay detecting the network limitation based on measured loss is
increases proportionally to the amount of data in the buffer, rather independent from the other criteria, so its position in the
thus, the delay should also be proportional to the amount of priority stack does not matter much; because of uncertainties
outstanding data of a flow that is being limited by the outgoing regarding c, we choose to put it after the limitations that can
link of that buffer. When buffers are large, this increase be detected with higher confidence.
may well be measurable, and the increase of outstanding
This brings us to the following priority listing: (1) slow
data divided by the increase in delay is an estimate of the
sender, (2) network due to increased RTT, (3) slow receiver,
transmission rate of the bottleneck link. If the actual speed
s
u
(ee
s
of the flow is of the same order as this bottleneck bandwidth (4) recive b r,
estimate (the threshold used is 50 percent), we should conclude
that the network is the limiting factor (even if no loss occurs V. DETAILED DISCUSSION: RECEIVE BUFFER LIMITATION
and thus (1) cannot be applied).
Section IV-B.1 provided an overview of the receive buffer
limitation and its identification. This section gives a more inD. Priorities
coverage of all the details this identification consists of.
*
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~depth
In the previous section criteria for identifying the limiting
As mentioned before, a completely filled receive window is
factor of a TCP flow have been proposed. For each factor a an indication of the receive buffer limitation, because a larger
threshold has been used to decide whether or not that factor is buffer would have allowed more data to be sent. Figure 3

theisend'or
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shows an example flow where the receive window is indeed the amount of data allowed to be sent at specific moments:
filled completely. After sending the third data packet, the only at peaks of the amount of outstanding data the receive
amount of outstanding data is equal to the size of the receive window can be filled completely and the receive buffer limiwindow; therefore, sending stops until acknowledgments are tation can become visible. The decision on whether or not a
received.
flow is receive buffer limited in general can be based on the
In order to determine the degree to which the receive percentage of peaks that were receive buffer limited.
window has been filled, we look at the amount of data that is
To see how to identify peaks, some understanding of the
still allowed to be sent. It is possible to calculate the amount behaviour of the amount of outstanding data is necessary.
directly from the data TCP is providing us, since TCP has the Figure 4 shows a simplified illustration of this behaviour for
receive window as a mechanism for advertising the maximum a receive buffer limited flow. Because the receive buffer limits
allowed amount of outstanding bytes and because the actual the flow, the sender continues to send data packets until it
number of outstanding bytes can be calculated by subtracting reaches the threshold prescribed by the receive window, at tl.
the last received acknowledgment number from the sequence During this sending process, the number of outstanding bytes
number of the last sent data byte. The difference between the increases gradually. When the threshold has been reached,
allowed and the actual number of outstanding bytes is equal sending has to halt until acknowledgments arrive, starting at
to the number of bytes still allowed to be sent.
t2. The new possibility to send data is used to make the amount
In the remainder of this section, the three major aspects of of outstanding data increase to the size of the receive window
the receive buffer limitation detection are discussed.
again; this occurs at t3.
First, we look at the moments in time where the amount
Although a flow exhibiting the behaviour described in the
of data allowed to be sent should be determined. We show figure is clearly limited by the receive buffer, the number of
which are called peaks
why and when these moments
outstanding bytes is not at all times equal to the maximum
occur. Second, the exact calculation of the amount of data amount prescribed by the receive window. In order to cope
allowed to be sent is considered. Third, something called with this, the notion of a peak has been defined. In Figure 4
'buffer utilizations' will be discussed: as it turns out from a peak from t1 till t2 and from t3 till t4 can be observed.
A data burst makes the number of outstanding bytes inmanual examination of SURFnet traffic traces, some flows do
not fill the receive window completely, but should nonetheless crease, whereas an acknowledgment packet makes it decrease
be considered receive buffer limited. These flows apply some again. A peak in a trace sending data from A to B is therefore
kind of buffer utilization, describing the way the buffer is formally defined as a period of time that starts with the
filled. The different possibilities are examined and methods last packet of a data burst from A to B and ends with an
for detecting flows that are limited by the receive buffer using acknowledgment packet from B to A. The height of the peak
under examination is then equal to the sequence number of the
these utilizations are discussed.
last data packet, increased by the length of that data packet
and decreased by the acknowledgment number of the last
To know whether or not the receive window has been acknowledgment packet seen prior to the data burst.
filled completely some measurements have to be performed
Unfortunately, at the receiving side acknowledgment pack(discussed in Section V-B), aimed at calculating the amount ets are sent during such a data burst, making it impossible to
of data allowed to be sent. As acknowledgments are received detect peaks in the way just described. This problem has been
and data packets are sent, the number of outstanding bytes solved by only considering flows that were measured at the
fluctuates continuously. Therefore, it is important to consider sending side.
The only moment at which the receive window could be
filled completely in case of a receive buffer limited flow is at
s
the time of a peak, since at all moments in time close to it the
RS
amount of outstanding data will be lower.
When the receive window has been filled completely at
0)~ ~ th
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the time of a peak, this peak is called receive buffer limited.
The threshold for establishing the receive buffer limitation has
been set to a 50 percent occurrence of receive buffer limited
peaks, since flows that are not limited by this factor exhibit a
percentage close to zero percent and flows that do, exhibit a
percentage close to a hundred percent.
B. Calculating the amount of data allowed to be sent
To calculate the amount of data allowed to be sent keep
track of the next sequence number and the first prohibited
sequence number of a flow (see Figure 2). As can be seen
from the figure, subtracting the next sequence number from
the first prohibited sequence number results in that which we
are interested in: the amount of data that is still allowed to be
sent.
For each data packet observed, if necessary update the
value of the next sequence number (calculated by adding
the length of the packet to its sequence number). When a
retransmissionpace
taks hoeve,tenxtequncenumer

might decrease, even though the section of sequence numbers
that have not been sent yet but can be sent immediately has
not changed. The value should therefore only be updated in
case it is not

decreasing.

For each acknowledgment packet observed, if necessary
update the value of the first prohibited sequence number
(calculated by adding the size of the receive window to the

acknowledgment number).

C. Different utilizations and their identification
Thus far, we have assumed that a sender that is not limited
by anything but the receive buffer, will always send data when
the receive window is not completely full. In reality, however,
many senders only send data when there is for example room
for at least one full-size packet.
In our data, we found three of such 'buffer utilizations'.
They are described below, together with criteria for detecting
whether or not a peak should be considered receive buffer
limited with respect to that utilization. To answer the question
of whether or not a flow is receive buffer limited in general, the
percentage of peaks that were receive buffer limited (regardless
of which utilization they were using) can again be considered.
1) The complete buffer utilization: This utilization describes the process thus far assumed to be true for each receivek
buffer limited flow: even if only a few bytes are permitted to
be sent, a sender still transmits a new packet, thereby filling
the receive window completely.
To identify a receive buffer limited peak using the complete
buffer utilization check whether or not the amount of data still
allowed to be sent is equal to zero.

2) The MSS buffer

utilization:

Some flows seem to only

transmit MSS-sized packets, possibly due to the Nagle algorithm preventing the silly window syndrome [12]. For these
flows, a receive window that allows less data than the MSS
to be sent will already make the sending process halt until
acknowledgments arrive.

The identification of a receive buffer limited peak using the
MSS buffer utilization is similar to the identification using
the complete buffer utilization. Again, look at the amount
of data still allowed to be sent. If it is equal to zero the
complete buffer utilization would apply and if it is larger than
one MSS, another packet could have been sent. Therefore, we
establish the MSS buffer utilization when the amount of data
still allowed to be sent is between zero and the MSS.
Furthermore, the length of the last data packet before a peak
is required to be equal to the MSS. If it was not, the flow is
apparently not using the MSS buffer utilization.
3) The block-based buffer utilization: Some flows send
their data in fixed-size blocks, consisting of a number of
MSS-sized packets followed by one shorter packet. Figure 5
illustrates this utilization by an example flow transmitting in
blocks of 4096 bytes. Flows using the block-based buffer
utilization do not transmit data when the space left in the
receive winldow iS less than the block size.
In order to be able to identify a receive buffer limitation
for a certain flow, first
the block-based buffer
using
block-based buffer
utilization at
make sure the flow is using utilization
g

MSS,
istlastcet
oabll
ckaueareblocks
always eal
equal toththetheMSS
and onlythefthe
of
a block
one

is smaller, in order to arrive at the block size.
A block can be defined as a sequence of packets following
a packet that iS non-full and non-empty, up to and including
the next packet that is also non-full and non-empty (so, in
case of the example flow, from the first data packet following
a 1176-bytes packet up to and including the next 1176-bytes
packet).
After a certain amount of blocks has passed by, a check can
be performed on whether or not a certain percentage of the
blocks had the same size. In our implementation ten blocks
are analysed and when nine or ten of them have the same
size (which is then or course the block size), the block-based
buffer utilization is assumed. In our implementation this check
is performed every two hundred packets, in order to cope with
changes in the utilization during the course of a flow. Further
research could be performed to check whether or not these
A
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TABLE I
MEASUREMENT RESULTS
Limitation
Undetermined
Network
Send buffer
Receive buffer
Slow sender
Slow receiver
Application protocol

Location 1 (56 GB)
Perc. of flows Perc. of bytes
9.3%
21.5%
38.7%
27.0%
11.1%
6.0%
16.3%
12.4%
22.0%
28.5%
1.7%
3.3%
0.9%
1.5%

Location 2 (38 GB)
Perc. of flows Perc. of bytes
39.0%
21.3%
20.9%
33.3%
0.3%
0.8%
10.9%
15.0%
24.2%
26.7%
4.2%
2.9%
0.6%
0.2%

values are optimal.
Once the block-size has been established, it is possible to
check if a peak is limited by the receive buffer using the blockbased buffer utilization. For each peak three criteria (besides
that the flow has to use the block-based buffer utilization) have
to be met in order to identify it as receive buffer limited:
(a) The number of bytes left to be sent has to be more
complete buffer
than zero,
buffer utilization
utilization would
would
zero, otherwise the complete

thapp
apply.

otherwise the

(b) The number of bytes left to be sent should be less than
the block size, otherwise another block could have been
sent.

(c) The previous data packet should have had the length
of the small 'ending packet' that was seen identifying
the block-based buffer utilization (1176 bytes in our
example), since it should indeed be the end of a block.
VI. MEASUREMENT RESULTS
To get an idea of the occurrence of the potential limiting
factors discussed in this report, an implementation of the identification criteria has been made and applied to a repository
of actual measurement data.

A. Measurement setting
We have used the traffic repository maintained at our
university [13], containing data collected at different locations
in the Netherlands in 2002 and 2003. Details can be found
in [14].
At each location measurements were performed during
intervals of fifteen minutes. Since these intervals were not
adjacent, several flows have been recorded partially. Only
flows that were recorded from their beginning have been
analysed, because the first packet of a flow can contain a
receive window scaling option. When the existence of this
scaling is unknown, the receive buffer limitation identification
cannot be performed correctly. Furthermore, we have restricted
ourselves to flows measured at the sending side and larger
than 100 kilobyte (to avoid flows in which startup phenomena

dominate),

All measurements were collected by devices attached to a
switch connecting an access network to the rest of the Internet.
Therefore, all traffic going from and to that access network has
been recorded.

Location 3 (88 GB)
Perc. of flows Perc. of bytes
25.2%
10.9%
21.8%
36.4%
3.1%
6.9%
10.8%
9.6%
25.7%
34.8%
4.2%
1.1%
9.3%
0.3%

Unfortunately, the repository turned out to have some problems: not all packets passing through were correctly captured.
The interested reader is referred to [2] for a detailed discussion
on how to deal with such a repository and still achieve valid
results.

B. Measurement results
Since the main goal of our research was to develop identification criteria, extensive statistical analyses of the measurement results have been left for further research. However,
Table I gives a first impression of the results. For the three
locations that were analysed, results of all examined flows have
been summed to get an overall overview. For each limitation
the percentage of flows that seems to be limited by it, as well
as the percentage of bytes contributed by these flows is shown.
As mentioned before, several aspects of our methods need
further research, so the results should be considered preliminary.
C. Observations
We have observed several facts about the resulting numbers.
The following discusses each observation.
1) Undetermined: For a large percentage of the flows the
limiting factor is still undetermined. It is already indicated by
the small percentage of bytes these flows contribute, that a
major cause for this is that small flows cannot be identified
correctly. Although the smallest flows have already been
excluded from our analyses, the results indicate that the lower
limit on the amount of bytes of a flow might need to be
increased. Another cause for not being able to detect the speed
limiting factor is that for some flows this factor changes during
the course of the flow, thereby making it impossible to point
out a single limiting factor.
2) The network limitation: For only about one third of the
bytes, and even only approximately a quarter of the flows the
network is the limiting factor. We can conclude that although
bandwidth should still be considered a possible bottleneck,
other limiting factors also occur.
3) The send buffer limitation. The send buffer does not
occur often in practice, but should not be neglected. See [6]
for a suggestion to speed up send buffer limited flows.
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4) The receive buffer limitation: Just like the send buffer
limitation also the receive buffer limitation turns out to be
out in the wild, even in larger numbers. Again, [6] provides
methods to speed up these flows.
5) The slow sender limitation: A large percentage of flows
is limited by a slow sender. Due to the increasing use of
streaming media, Internet games and chat applications, this
was not unexpected.
6) The slow receiver and application protocol limitation:
These limitations do not occur often in practice. Since CPU
power increased significantly in the past decades, the low
percentage of slow receiver limited flows seems logical.

B. Recommendations
Obviously, the present method should be compared more
thoroughly to [3] and [4]; combining ideas from all three
methods might be advantageous.
It would be of interest to extend our method for flows
with a measurement device located at the receiving side; at
the moment this seems very difficult (if not impossible), but
detection criteria that produce useful estimations might exist.
Furthermore, full-duplex flows have not been addressed
yet and network reordering is assumed not to exist. Further
research could try to incorporate these issues.
Finally, the thresholds used to identify each limiting factor

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A. Conclusions
In this paper we identified which factors can limit the speed
of TCP flows, and presented some methods to analyze TCP
flows to detect these limitations. In addition, we have applied
these methods on a traffic repository to get an impression
of which factors play a role in practice, and whether or not
bandwidth shortage is still the main limiting factor.
In general there are three possible categories of factors that
can limit the speed of a TCP flow: the application,
T fw
can l t ethe
e oTCP
buffers and the network.
Application-limited flows can be further subcategorized into
flows where the sending application doesn't provide data fast
enough (slow sender), flows where the receiving application
cannot handle the data any faster (slow receiver) and flows
that appear to have their own acknowledgment or request
mechanism at the application protocol level.
TCP-buffer limited flows can be subcategorized into flows
that are limited by the size of the TCP receive buffer and flows
that are limited by the size of the TCP send buffer.
Network limited flows have not been further subcategorized
in this paper; this is subject of future research.
For all these factors it is possible to derive methods to
detect the limitations; Section IV and Section V demonstrated
how this can be done. It should be noted, however, that the
identification of these factors is much easier or maybe even
when measurements were performed at the
only possible
sending side of a flow (see Section IV-C and Section V-A).
Section VI gave an impression of which factors play a role
in practice. For twenty to forty percent of all flows it turned
impossible to
to determlne
determine which
out to be
ne lmposslole
wnlcn factor
tactor is
1S limiting
llmltlng its
lt
speed; this is particularly true for short flows. Approximately
one third of the flows seemed to be limited by the application;
network managers need not worry about these flows. Ten to
twenty percent of all flows is limited by TCP buffer settings;
changing operating system parameters may speed up these
flows. Finally, twenty to forty percent of all flows is limited
by the network; it seems therefore that in many cases a
further increase in network capacity is still useful. It should be

were chosen based on manual examination of measurement
data in a quite ad hoc manner. Further research could possibly
improve these thresholds.

noted,~~~~~~~
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' '

networks, which may not be representative for the whole range

Of networks. These figures should therefore be used with care;
further study is needed to provide more reliable figures.
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